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# The Russian Way of War: Implications for the U.S. Army

In Crimea, Donbass, Aleppo, and over the English Channel, Russia is using its still-modernizing military to (re)gain territory, secure geopolitical access and influence, convey geopolitical strength domestically and internationally, and test the political resolve of others. While the Russians pose a real military threat to the United States and many European countries, the U.S. Army should ensure it prepares against Russian – and not Soviet – forces. This paper builds on tactical and operational analyses of how Russians approach war against a competing power to outline strategic implications for the U.S. Army. The paper concludes that understanding how Russians approach war, while keeping Russian successes and problems in context, will allow U.S. leaders to pursue military and political policies that maintain respect for this resurgent Russian power without overestimating Russia’s military capabilities.
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Abstract

In Crimea, Donbass, Aleppo, and over the English Channel, Russia is using its still-modernizing military to (re)gain territory, secure geopolitical access and influence, convey geopolitical strength domestically and internationally, and test the political resolve of others. While the Russians pose a real military threat to the United States and many European countries, the U.S. Army should ensure it prepares against Russian—and not Soviet—forces. This paper builds on tactical and operational analyses of how Russians approach war against a competing power to outline strategic implications for the U.S. Army. The paper concludes that understanding how Russians approach war, while keeping Russian successes and problems in context, will allow U.S. leaders to pursue military and political policies that maintain respect for this resurgent Russian power without overestimating Russia’s military capabilities.
In Crimea, Donbass, Aleppo, and over the English Channel, Russia is using its still-modernizing military to (re)gain territory, secure geopolitical access and influence, convey geopolitical strength domestically and internationally, and test the political resolve of others. Many of these actions and objectives are counter to the interests of the United States or its allies. While national security experts rightly debate Russian motivations and ways to incentivize more responsible Russian behavior, the U.S. Army must scrutinize how competing powers like Russia operationally and tactically approach warfighting to be prepared for whatever strategic challenges await.

Russia’s military has had battlefield successes in Ukraine using what many call the “New Generation Warfare” or “Gerasimov’s doctrine.” Using a variety of military and militarized (e.g., intelligence, cyber, local militias, etc.) national security tools, Russia seized a neighbor’s terrain almost bloodlessly and then initiated a pro-Russian insurgency on foreign soil. Once “gray zone” tactics met resistance, conventional Armed Forces of the Russian Federation (hereafter, Armed Forces) engaged using advanced, lethal technology and a more agile force structure. Many question if Russia’s current practices are new, if General of the Army and Chief of the General Staff, Valery Gerasimov, was describing Russia’s military doctrine, or if the Russian military has been merely reviving its conventional military in line with its “historical significance of military strength.” And yet, Russia has proven proficient at using massed artillery, layered sensors, electronic warfare, offensive cyber operations, and sniper units to achieve its objectives. However, as capable as Russia’s conventional and spetsnaz forces have been in Ukraine, the U.S. Army cannot also presume the Russian military would fight in the same manner against a technologically-advanced state.
To be able to deter, and defeat if needed, the Russian military, the U.S. Army must understand how Russians approach warfare – including how they man, train, equip, and organize their military – in addition to the Armed Forces’ ongoing combat operations. Recent publications provide excellent tactical and operational analyses of the Russian military, including the Foreign Military Studies Office’s (FMSO) 2017 report on *The Russian Way of War: Force Structure, Tactics, and Modernization of the Russian Ground Forces* (hereafter, RWW). In particular, RWW identifies important details on the Armed Forces’ composition, structure, way of fighting, and modernization plans, stemming in part from Russia’s real and perceived threats. The RWW also describes major reforms Russia began two months after it invaded Georgia in 2008.

By any standard, the “New Look” reforms have been extensive and impressive. Expecting $700 billion in funding by 2020, the Armed Forces have rapidly advanced their conventional and nuclear capabilities, significantly enhancing their equipment’s lethality, survivability, navigation, steering, communications, and comfort. Their more agile and streamlined force structure facilitates combat readiness, rapid deployments, and sustainment. An intensified “snap inspections” and training regimen has notably improved readiness. These reforms also enabled Russia to reduce its bloated officer corps, eliminate skeletal units, and consolidate organizations in ways harder for its military officers to oppose. In preparing for future warfare, the U.S. Army should also consider closely the challenges and opportunities resulting from these reforms.

This paper analyzes the strategic implications of Russia’s way of war and its recent military reforms within three sections. First, the paper builds on tactical and operational analyses of how the Armed Forces approach war against a competing
power to outline seven strategic insights and their implications for the U.S. Army.
Second, the paper presents key alternative implications for the U.S. Army from the literature. It concludes with five thematic recommendations the U.S. Army should consider for future military challenges posed by a competing power such as Russia. This paper aims to advance U.S. Army thinking, deliberately leaving to others the political implications of these issues, predictions of where and for what the U.S./NATO might face the Russian military, or appropriate U.S. joint force or NATO responses.

Strategic Insights and their Implications

This section identifies seven strategic insights of the Russian way of war and their implications for the U.S. Army, building on the RWW’s and others’ tactical and operational analyses. After each insight, the paper explains the implications and identifies specific recommendations. The paper’s final section will address what should be done more holistically about these issues.

Russia Can and Will Prosecute a Different Type of Warfare than the United States

Russia is willing and able to prosecute a different type of warfare than the United States. This difference stems largely from an overriding focus on destroying the enemy, with fewer political, societal, and legal constraints. Russian artillery – its “God of War,” akin to the U.S. “King of Battle” – illustrates Russia’s long-standing way of warfare that diverges from the West.\(^{17}\) Organizationally, Russian ground forces are “an artillery army with a lot of tanks.”\(^{18}\) Despite having precision technology, the Armed Forces generally prefer massed, non-precision-guided munitions, even in urban terrain, due to a reported 80-to-1 munitions cost differential, mathematical probability of destruction, projected terrain problems for artillery spotters, and expected munition survivability in an electronic warfare environment.\(^{19}\) They use artillery to clear city blocks from several
kilometers away, and their thermobaric munitions can create shockwaves resembling nuclear explosions. An artillery targeting error in combat would also likely be accepted as “an accident due to the ‘fog of war.’”

This different way of warfare extends far beyond artillery. For instance, Russian doctrine expects victory or decisive defeat to be any battle’s probable outcome, while stability operations are noticeably absent. Anti-personnel and anti-vehicle land mines remain critical to Russian offensive and defensive operations. Russian mechanized flamethrowers are an increasingly important part of their tactical formations, used in bursting bunkers, clearing light infantry, and in combined arms operations in urban or mountainous terrain. The Armed Forces generally have looser rules of engagements than Western forces and lack a “zero defects” mentality. Russians tolerate structural corruption and tend “to interpret morally right as legally right,...[since] In the Russian view, it is far better to have an army with the best and brightest, albeit ethically challenged, than an army of the ethical, but less capable.” The Armed Forces also expect most service members to specialize tactically in their branch or functional area, rather than requiring joint or broadening experiences. This specialization promotes tactical excellence and leaves to others force development, doctrine, whole-of-government strategy, “winning hearts and minds,” and stability operations tasks.

The implications of a distinct Russian way of warfare are important for two key reasons. First, just as coalition members operate with national caveats, the United States should expect adversaries to employ capabilities consistent with their training, legal authorities, and societal norms. As Clausewitz noted, overcoming an enemy requires matching his capabilities and will. It is important to be aware that Russian and
American military capabilities, ways of employing their militaries, and national wills differ substantially. Mirror-imaging one’s way of warfare onto others can create inefficiencies, promote a false sense of security, and/or prompt avoidable, aggressive responses. To minimize the chance of mirror-imaging how others wage war, a charge of which some argue the United States is already guilty,\(^{29}\) the U.S. Army should take deliberate steps to incorporate Russian (and other potential competitors’) “ways of warfare” insights within its analyses, options, and plans, including through rigorous red teaming efforts.

Second, there are ways that potential competitors, to include Russia, could employ military power that would be incompatible with U.S. values, public opinion, and historic way of war. Russia’s Armed Forces are allowed and able to prosecute wars in ways and places the U.S. public would (thankfully) not endorse. For instance, the Armed Forces will fight ruthlessly, even in urban warfare, where their tactics lead to high levels of civilian casualties. If in their interest, Russia may be capable of seizing, defending, or controlling dense urban areas using tactics abhorrent to the West. If the U.S. Army underestimates Russian callousness, U.S. military plans could inadvertently place local civilians at increased risk. Civilian leaders could also require the U.S. Army to alter mid-conflict its objectives or tempo in ways unrelated to U.S. military objectives in order to stop Russian attacks against civilians.\(^{30}\) This strategic insight does not eliminate the Army’s need to plan for and remain prepared to complete any mission tasked. However, to help political leaders make informed choices, the U.S. Army should incorporate U.S., allies’, and adversaries’ ways of warfare within planning, wargaming, and other analyses of potential missions in megacities, dense urban areas, or other
extreme security environments to be able to convey clearly the costs, benefits, and risks in quantifiable and “expected pain” levels of various options.

**Russia Operates from a Position of Domestic and Regional Instability**

The second strategic insight is that Russia operates from a position of domestic and regional instability. Domestically, Russian governance and security challenges are well documented, stemming in part from its geography, economics, demographics, and multiethnic population. For instance, Russians must secure territory in eleven time zones with harsh climates, diverse terrain, borders without natural barriers, less-developed rural road systems, and twice the U.S. coastline. Russia’s economic struggles emanate from sanctions and lower oil and gas prices – as well as financial overstretch, chronic mismanagement, decreased Russian consumer spending, and widespread corruption. The ethnically Russian population is dispersed and aging. Russia also remains ethnically and religiously diverse, as was the Soviet Union. However, some minorities are increasingly restless, especially in the Northern Caucuses, sparking concerns from a growing Muslim population and fighters returning to Russia after fighting in Iraq and Syria.

Russia also operates from a position of intensifying regional instability. In addition to a long history of invasions, current threats now require Russia “to defend in 360°.” The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) has steadily extended eastward after the USSR collapsed. Moscow viewed Western energy deals in the Caspian Sea region in the 2000s “as an assault on a traditional sphere of influence.” Russia believes the United States engineered the Color Revolutions and other unrest along Russia’s periphery. Russia also perceives threats along the Black Sea, Pacific Coast, and Arctic; across the Southern Caucasus and Central Asia; and with an increasingly
influential China. Since the Cold War, the Armed Forces have also been in conflict within Russia (Chechnya, twice) and in five neighboring states: Abkhazia and South Ossetia, Georgia; Transdnistria, Moldova; Nagorno-Karabakh, Armenia and Azerbaijan; and Crimea and Donbass, Ukraine. In consequence, Russia arrays its forces across its vast landmass and has military bases and testing facilities in Georgia, Armenia, Tajikistan, Moldova, Belarus, Kyrgyzstan, and Kazakhstan (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. The Armed Forces of the Russian Federation Stationing in 2016

In addition to specific challenges, Russia and the United States have different policy ends: Russia wants a secure regional sphere of influence and global great power status, while the United States wants to maintain the existing international order and support all interested countries – including former Soviet republics and satellites – in becoming liberal capitalist democracies integrated within the global economy. As a
result, and despite a dramatic military overmatch with most neighbors, Russia views its
neighbors “less as potential friends than as potential beachheads for enemies.”

Russian leaders are also desensitizing their people to military conflict to increase
the society’s willingness to wage future wars. As Russia’s economy began slowing in
2013, “the Kremlin has sought to make military glory the new centerpiece of Russian
pride and identity.” Russia’s information operations are extensive, effective, and well-
honed, even as Russia intensifies media control and declares dissenters to be foreign
operatives. A 2016 Swedish Defense Research Agency (FOI) study also found that a
majority of Russian respondents “indicated that ‘small wars’ or military operations such
as those in Ukraine and Syria are considered justified, defensive, victorious, and
preventive, undertaken to avoid a ‘great war’ and ‘because the besieged fortress must
be defended.’”

Together, these factors shape the Armed Forces’ capabilities, doctrine, treaties,
and willingness to initiate conflict. For instance, Russia (like the USSR) has an all-
mechanized force, which practices regularly to deploy long distances within Russia to
counter threats. Russia has continued stockpiling and training with anti-personnel and
anti-tank mines, with no projected plans to sign the Ottawa Convention. Russia’s
recent military successes have also raised nationalistic pride that eroded dramatically
post-USSR. While its recent interventions have proven costlier in time, money, and lives
than expected, in the future Russia may threaten or undertake military aggression to
pursue what some have dubbed “public relations-wars”: using its military to rally
domestic support, strategically shock the West, and signal strength to Russia’s
neighbors without accepting major risk.
The U.S. Army serves a pivotal role in assuring allies and deterring further Russian aggression within a broader framework of U.S., multinational, and alliance responses. The European Reassurance Initiatives will help the U.S. Army prepare for and support NATO allies' militaries in defending against cyber and conventional attacks. However, the U.S. Army should use strategic patience and great care when engaging with non-NATO former Soviet republics.\textsuperscript{62} Outreach to these partners may be wise if done in a way that deliberately strengthens U.S./NATO’s position. However, the U.S. Army – acting in line with U.S. policy – must expect Russians to assume U.S. ulterior motives, which may also evoke strong Russian responses.\textsuperscript{63}

Russia’s Military Believes Nuclear War Could Be a Reality

Russia’s “escalate to deescalate” nuclear doctrine is often-cited and its implications remain actively debated.\textsuperscript{64} However, as the RWW makes clear, nuclear warfare is a foundation of Russian offense \textit{and defense} doctrines. The Armed Forces’ defense tactics include the ability to “withstand the effects of [tactical] nuclear weapons” and repel precision strikes from multiple domains.\textsuperscript{65} Many combat vehicles are designed to survive in nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) environments,\textsuperscript{66} and Russia retains detachments designed to destroy high-end threats, including tactical nuclear systems.\textsuperscript{67} The Armed Forces simulate tactical nuclear explosions\textsuperscript{68} in wargames and exercises,\textsuperscript{69} and their past five annual military exercises included large-scale “interstate wars, with a possible use of nuclear weapons.”\textsuperscript{70} For the past three years, and reminiscent of the Cold War era, Russia also “conducted an unprecedented number of exercises and surprise inspections involving strategic and non-strategic nuclear forces.”\textsuperscript{71}

The implications of the Armed Forces’ nuclear expectations are open to interpretation yet clearly significant. Before 9/11, the U.S. Army regularly trained on
NBC challenges; Russian training today may reflect a similar focus on this high impact threat. Russians must also prepare for non-NATO (i.e., state or non-state) threats. However, military preparation for nuclear warfare could reflect Russia’s policy option seriousness. These preparations could also improve Russian political leaders’ confidence in ordering nuclear strikes. Due to its catastrophic consequences and given Russian preparation for nuclear warfare, the U.S. Army should not by-design or by-default plan to conduct “on-the-job-training” once in a nuclear environment. Instead, the U.S. Army should reenergize a portion of its training within a contaminated environment, especially nuclear. Proliferation makes future nuclear battlefield employment increasingly possible, and the U.S. Army must remain confident operating against any actors willing and able to use these capabilities.

Russia’s “Military” Does Not Equal the “U.S. Military”; However, Russia’s Perspective of the “U.S. Military” Does Not Equal the U.S. Perspective of the “U.S. Military”

When comparing the Russian and U.S. military capabilities, one must understand that Russia (and the USSR previously) uses the term “military” in a much broader way than the West. The U.S. military includes only those personnel and capabilities in the Department of Defense (DoD; e.g., Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps) and Coast Guard. In contrast, Russians define “military power” as the country’s overall strength, including intelligence and internal security, while the Armed Forces comprise “fighting power.” Russian military forces focused on external threats are generally in the Ministry of Defense (MoD), while internally-oriented military forces are in the Ministry of Interior (MVD) and Federal Security Services (FSB, formerly the Committee for State Security or KGB), and their subordinate Border Troops. The new Russian National Guard consolidates some internally-focused, active duty military forces, rather than
following a U.S. model of citizen soldiers with state and federal responsibilities. Specialized spetsnaz units are also within MoD and other security services, although Russians use elite MoD conventional forces to conduct U.S. Special Operations-like missions, including serving as “little green men” (or “polite men,” in Russian terms). While the Russian term “military” is more inclusive, their Armed Forces have a much narrower – and more traditional – mission than their Western counterparts. As discussed in the first insight, the Armed Forces concentrate on destroying their enemy with all available means, whether in the defense or offense. Like their Soviet predecessors, most officers and all enlisted are highly specialized and tactically-focused for their careers. Russian commanders study, train for, and apply combat power (“getting steel on target”), allowing the General Staff, MoD, and other ministry officials to apply or integrate other tools of national power.

Importantly, though, Russians believe that U.S. warfare includes far more than the U.S. military. General Gerasimov described Western “hybrid warfare” as the “‘indirect and asymmetric methods,’ to include color revolutions, the Arab Spring, and non-governmental organizations allegedly used against Russia and its allies.” Fyodor Lukyanov also argued that Russia’s interpretation of war now follows the U.S. model, including unmanned aerial vehicles, cyberspace operations, and sanctions.

There are three important implications of this different “military” definition. First, the U.S. Army cannot expect adversaries to be constrained by blurry boundaries among national security tools (e.g., diplomatic, information, military, economic), including public or private entities’ actions. Second, as a 2016 RAND report argued, the U.S. military should scrutinize how best to provide for “the common defense” in cyberspace, as
rapidly-evolving cyber capabilities defy traditional military threats (e.g., they are not geographically bounded, easily attributable, and promulgated by military experts). Third, as Robert Jervis argued forty years ago, states frequently misperceive states’ intentions. Forward-stationed units and multi-national training will likely help assure allies. However, without deliberate outreach, these actions could be received (or portrayed) by adversaries as encircling and threatening.

To address effectively this differing view of “military,” U.S. Army leaders should assume Russians will interpret their actions and words within a broader national security (rather than solely military) context. The U.S. Army should expect Russia to use non-traditional military tools to advance its national security, while also expecting Russia to believe that the United States is directing actions of NATO and European governments. Leaders must anticipate that Russia’s vast state media enterprise and intelligence services will purposefully and skillfully distort the U.S. Army’s intended messages and be fully integrated into its military plans. The U.S. Army should also consistently use red teaming and wargaming to plan how to use existing and potential capabilities, processes, and authorities to exploit Russian weaknesses and counter and mitigate its narratives.

Russia’s Post-2008 Military Modernization is Real, but it was Undertaken and Appears More Dramatic for a Host of Reasons

The fifth strategic insight is that Russia’s post-2008 military modernization has made a remarkable difference in Russia’s military might, yet it was undertaken and appears even more dramatic than it actually is for a host of political, economic, and military reasons. Politically, the Russian leadership is committed to the reforms’ success, as evidenced by the assignment of Russia’s Deputy Prime Minister to oversee...
the Russian defense industry and Russia’s version of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.\textsuperscript{69} Economically, Russia’s gross domestic product rose almost ten-fold from 1999 to 2008, from $195.9 billion to $1.66 trillion,\textsuperscript{90} largely aligned with oil prices. This growth enabled a 31% increase in Russia’s defense spending from 2008-2013.\textsuperscript{91} Militarily, Russian leaders had internal and external motivations to demonstrate a military reinvigorated from “the once powerful Russian military [that] struggled to defeat ‘a band of irregulars fighting with little more than the weapons on their backs’”\textsuperscript{92} in Chechnya. The Armed Forces’ underwhelming (albeit successful) actions in Georgia also provided Russian political leaders with motivation and popular support to override reform concerns of influential military officers, who had helped block previously-proposed defense reform efforts.\textsuperscript{93}

While these modernization programs are significant and noteworthy, the changes appear even more dramatic for three reasons. First, despite several reform attempts, the Russians spent minimally on defense and completed no successful post-Cold War modernization program until 2008. Due to Russia’s “long neglect” of its military’s modernization, some argue “the revival of Russia’s conventional military was just a matter of time.”\textsuperscript{94} Second, the U.S. and Soviet Cold War nuclear capabilities developed on different cycles, with the Russians now modernizing nuclear capabilities the United States will need (and expects) to replace in the mid-2020s.\textsuperscript{95} Third, most considered the Russian threat to be a Cold War relic until Russia seized Crimea and began fighting in eastern Ukraine in 2014. As a result, Russia progressed significantly for six years before most realized these changes mattered.
There are distinct military implications of these insights. The U.S. Army once again has a land-based, competing power threat. These conventional capabilities provide Russia military tools – in addition to its nuclear weapons – to pursue its vital national security interests without catastrophic effects. While the 21st century Russians are not the U.S. Army’s Cold War enemy, the U.S. Army should reinvigorate planning, doctrine, equipping, training, education, and wargaming efforts to ensure the U.S. Army remains ready and able to defeat this capable Russian opponent in the European theater of operations. For instance, the Armed Forces’ advanced artillery, air and missile defense, and electronic warfare capabilities will require developing similar or leap-ahead U.S. counter-measures, while in the near-term, the U.S. Army should train to operate with low (or no) electronic signatures.

However, the U.S. Army should ensure it prepares against Russian – and not Soviet – forces. Russian force structure, personnel policies, and training are no longer designed for extended, high-intensity warfare or large-scale power projection deployments. Its logistics systems and large conscription force remain key military liabilities. Russia’s military budget also remains one-tenth of the U.S. military budget. Just as U.S. and NATO leaders should not presume these reforms indicate the start of a new Cold War nor Russian interests in directly confronting a militarily-superior NATO, the U.S. Army can help its civilian leaders carefully develop proactive and reactive responses to Russia’s long-overdue military modernization efforts.

Russia’s Military Has Learned from the United States’ and Its Own Combat Experiences

The sixth strategic insight of the Russian way of war is how many military lessons the Russians have observed and experienced post-USSR. Russians and Chinese have studied closely U.S. operations and technology used in the 1990-1991 Gulf War,
Kosovo, and post-9/11 counterterrorism and counterinsurgency (COIN) operations.\textsuperscript{103} For instance, since “Russia believes that the U.S./NATO will maintain air superiority,” Russia’s missile, electronic warfare, and air defense capabilities were designed to mitigate and counter these U.S./NATO advantages.\textsuperscript{104}

In addition, the Russians have learned many lessons from their own combat. For instance, battles in Chechnya reinforced Russia’s need for more professional, “contract” soldiers.\textsuperscript{105} Lessons from Grozny (1994) also prompted the Russians to develop an urban-capable direct fire vehicle, called “Terminator 2,” which “can reportedly clear the enemy from a city block at a distance of 3km.”\textsuperscript{106} While strategically successful against Georgia in 2008, Russia’s military losses inspired development of the “next generation of electronic intelligence and jamming systems” that Russia believes will be needed against most future adversaries.\textsuperscript{107} The Armed Forces also exhibit qualities from their deeply impactful “Great Patriotic War” (World War II) experiences, including embracing flamethrowers (as Nazis used against them) or preparing seriously for Arctic operations (as did Finnish forces, allowing the Finns to repulse for some time the Soviet attack).\textsuperscript{108}

There are three strategic implications of these Russian lessons learned. First, the Russians also have battle-hardened service members, who have continued to learn and adapt within combat. Second, however, Russia’s combat operations have also been against “lower-end” (albeit lethal) opponents, rather than competing powers. While the Armed Forces do regularly train against high-end threats, they similarly lack experience against a technologically-advanced adversary.\textsuperscript{109} Third, and reinforcing previous insights, their Armed Forces must prepare for full-spectrum operations due to myriad domestic and regional threats.\textsuperscript{110}
Based on these insights, the U.S. Army should study Russia’s repeated post-Cold War (including ongoing) military interventions to better understand how the Armed Forces fight adversaries employing largely-asymmetric tactics. However, U.S. Army leaders must also remember that Russia is a thinking and adapting adversary that will fight differently against a competing power. Building on knowledge of the Russian way of war, the U.S. Army should continue preparing holistically to be able to conduct combined arms maneuver and wide area security against competing powers like Russia. Intensifying and focusing training on this threat will help. Critically, though, U.S. Army leaders must develop the leadership skills and critical thinking tools through rigorous education to anticipate how Russia may adapt for the next conflict. The U.S. Army should also assign top quality officers earlier and more often within the institutional Army to better leverage their experiences and develop more future senior leaders with this expertise.

Russia’s State-Directed Military-Industrial Complex Has Nonreplicable Advantages

The final strategic insight of the Russian way of war is that Russia’s state-directed military-industrial complex has distinct advantages that U.S. and European industries cannot replicate. Russian public-private collusion is not unique, yet Russia’s research and development abilities remain cutting-edge and focused on leap-ahead technologies. This centralization also allows Russia to direct production and impose standards across Russian manufacturers, including developing one turret for multiple chassis. This design minimizes production, operations, and maintenance costs and simplifies future upgrades and equipment repurposing. These cost-conscious and “plug-and-play” capabilities will likely benefit Russia and its future export customers.
The implications of Russian defense sector control could be significant for U.S. security cooperation efforts and U.S. defense industries. For the United States, in addition to U.S. companies earning significant profits, foreign military sales (FMS) is also a “fundamental tool of U.S. foreign policy” reinforcing national relationships, defense engagements, and equipment interoperability.\(^\text{114}\) However, as countries seek lower defense expenditures, U.S. partners may find Russian equipment and a less-arduous FMS process too-appealing to ignore. Other countries may also purchase advanced Russian technologies that place real constraints on U.S. military options. The 2017 National Defense Authorization Act took important steps to better align the U.S. security cooperation process.\(^\text{115}\) The U.S. Army should build on this initiative, working closely with the Office of the Secretary of Defense, Joint Staff, and combatant commanders to press for meaningful FMS process reforms based on the strategic and operational imperative. The U.S. Army should also continue working with these DoD officials and international partners to identify partners’ military interests and needs, and then propose additional ways to train and engage with partners to convey U.S. commitment, mitigate FMS procedural problems, and help partners improve their military abilities and interoperability with the United States and regional partners.

Alternative Arguments

Especially since Russia annexed Crimea in February 2014, scores have analyzed Russia’s military actions and implications for U.S. and NATO forces. This paper identified seven strategic insights and implications primarily for the U.S. Army. Cumulatively, these recommendations aim to deter an evolving yet rational competing power.\(^\text{116}\) However, not all agree Russia is evolving, deterrable, or a worth-deterring threat. This section will address each counterargument in turn.
First, many argue Russia is pursuing a “New Generation Warfare” (NGW) or new “hybrid warfare.” Most clearly argued by Dr. Phillip Karber, NGW is described as a “concerted effort to conduct warfare in a new way” by combining five elements of “low-end, hidden state involvement with high-end, direct, even braggadocio superpower involvement.”117 Most credit General Gerasimov for developing this “new” hybrid doctrine, in which “little green men,” information operations, and cyber operations combine with enough conventional power to achieve political effects without triggering a NATO response. However, as the RWW and others note, General Gerasimov was describing multifaceted warfare targeting Russia and its allies.118 Russians also primarily use “new generation warfare” in military publications to describe their new equipment.119 In consequence, it seems reasonable to study Soviet and long-standing Russian practices to help contextualize how Russia may fight a competing power in the future.

Second, others emphasize a resurgent and revanchist Russia, threatening imminently the Baltics and NATO’s and Europe’s resolve. For instance, a 2016 U.S. Army War College report outlines ways Russia could undermine NATO, and then uses insights from a senior Lithuanian general to press for urgent NATO action in the Baltics: “‘There is a race for the Baltics, the side which comes first with substantial forces will prevail. To prevent conflict, there must be strength and resolve.’ If NATO acts with determination, war can be averted and peace preserved. However, the window of opportunity for the Allies is closing.”120 While few predict a direct Russia-NATO conflict, many do expect Russia will continue using military force to pursue more modest political objectives.121 As the EU Institute for Security Studies (EUISS) argued, Russia has developed an “infatuation with military power as a quick fix to its foreign or domestic
problems...that is tactically confrontational, although not strategically bent on destroying the West." The EUISS also argued Russia used its Armed Forces to prevent former republics from entering the “European Neighborhood,” as more rule-oriented, transparent EU-compliant economic systems would make Russian elites incapable of maintaining their current business advantages. Regardless of Russia’s intentions, this paper identifies ways to reduce military weakness that could also strengthen NATO’s political calculation.

Third, many argue Russia is declining and the United States must focus on its real threat, China. In the longer term, they may be correct. However, while Russia retains a massive nuclear arsenal, advanced conventional and unconventional military capabilities, and nationalistic identity, one should expect the Russian military to be used to counter real and perceived threats. In fact, some believe Russia’s struggling economy makes military operations and a permanent war footing more likely. To be able to provide U.S. political leaders diverse response options against the Russian military, the U.S. Army has significant work to complete.

Recommendations for the U.S. Army With Respect to Competing Powers

In addition to recommendations presented with each strategic insight, this section addresses briefly five additional recommendation themes for the U.S. Army to be better prepared to counter militarily competing powers. These can be grouped by headings: increase forward stationing; incorporate human geography; plan for politically-sensitive operations (e.g., urban combat, use of nuclear weapons); prepare to fight in technologically-degraded environments; and develop adaptability at all echelons.

To present adversaries with multiple dilemmas, as denoted in the Army’s Operating Concept, the U.S. Army should continue pressing to (re)establish more
permanent forward presence, especially in allied countries. As discussed in TRADOC’s
draft multi-domain fires publication, the U.S. Army’s ability to establish a hardened
presence within an adversary’s anti-access/area-denial (A2/AD) “bubble” provides
unique advantages for the joint force. The U.S. Army should also increase military-to-
military partnerships and targeted building partnership capacity efforts via the Strategic
Partnership Programs, including with NATO allies and countries across Central Asia.127
That said, forward presence and partner engagements should be recognized for the
political tools they are, and the United States must use discriminately these powerful
signaling tools with respect to non-allied partners.

The U.S. Army should update its concepts and doctrine to better account for
human geography, which makes significant political and military differences for both (or
all) sides when securing populations. The U.S. Army will need to operate – “win in a
complex world” – differently against a competing power if fighting among hostile people,
those with contested loyalties, or supportive societies (i.e., do the people want to be
“liberated,” or is the U.S. Army reinforcing a U.S.-aligned, locally disliked government).
This distinction is also not limited to warfare with a competing power, having important
planning and operational implications for offense, defense, stability, and COIN
operations. The U.S. Army must be prepared to operate globally in environments of
strained governance and strong propaganda. If an adversary is welcomed by most local
people, the U.S. Army may be wrongly assuming that “Future enemies will act to remain
indistinguishable from protected populations and infrastructure,”128 such as how
Russians were received in Crimea (but not eastern Ukraine) and Hezbollah and Hamas
have gained legitimacy in their environments.
The U.S. Army should also plan deliberately for politically-sensitive military operations. The U.S. Army should conduct the planning and analysis to be able to articulate precisely to U.S. defense and political leaders the military risks of urban warfare. Adversaries may be willing and able to prosecute warfare in urban populations or megacities in ways and for durations that the American people would not likely accept. Policy makers must be given options that fully articulate the risks and likelihood for success. The U.S. Army and DoD should also (re)energize its planning, wargaming, and analysis for nuclear operations, and wargames should continue post-nuclear explosion. As the Armed Forces expect to conduct offensive and defensive operations after a nuclear strike, the U.S. Army should also reinvigorate training within a nuclear environment to ensure leaders and Soldiers are confident operating in contaminated areas.

The U.S. Army should also prepare to fight competitors who can attack and degrade U.S. technological advantages. Whether fighting against the Russians or those using their equipment or tactics, the U.S. Army should be prepared to operate without global positioning system capabilities and air support; to survive a high volume of artillery, including munitions with or replicating weapons of mass destruction; and to fight an adaptive and mobile enemy bent on destroying its adversary. The combat training centers’ opposing forces should in part employ Russian tactics and military decision making process, both of which are well advanced and highly structured at the tactical level. To be ready for future A2/AD environments, U.S. ground forces should continue analyses, planning, and wargaming on employing and defending against multidomain fires. The U.S. Army can make important warfighting contributions to the joint
force using multi-domain fires, including creating windows of air defense suppression, countering a rapidly-moving enemy employing massed artillery, and closing with and destroying large combined arms formations supporting or supported by unconventional forces.\textsuperscript{133}

Finally, the U.S. Army should develop adaptability at all echelons. Professional military education (PME) should incentivize leaders at all levels to challenge the status quo, think critically, and better understand competing powers and other adversaries. Whether learned in formal PME institutions or through online platforms, Sun Tzu’s adage about knowing the enemy and oneself remains worthwhile.\textsuperscript{134} Scholars and researchers with language and cultural experience – such as those at FMSO – likewise remain critical resources for the U.S. Army, and leaders should continue leveraging their expertise for critical challenges ahead.

Conclusion

In closing, the implications of the Russian military reforms are real, and DoD is rightfully taking this challenge seriously. For instance, the Third Offset Strategy smartly aims to develop leap-ahead capabilities, operational concepts, and “human-machine collaboration” to deter Russia (and China) from initiating great power wars.\textsuperscript{135} The DoD remains publically committed to modernize its nuclear capabilities within the next decade, as originally scheduled. In addition to re-emphasizing decisive operations training, the U.S. Army and Marine Corps are also actively developing new concepts – from which other doctrine, organizational, training and education, materiel, leadership, personnel, and facilities changes will follow – to counter a Russian high-end threat.\textsuperscript{136}

While the Russian military has advanced dramatically since 2008, the U.S. Army should not overreact to this military threat. Russia’s force structure, logistics, personnel,
industry, and mobilization systems are no longer designed to support extended, large-scale warfare. Since 2013, Russia’s economic growth has slowed substantially due to oil prices, sanctions, and a host of internal problems (e.g., corruption, mismanagement, etc.).

While Russia has cut other programs instead of its military spending, Russia cannot modernize its entire force given its strained current (and expected future) economics and other operational activities. However, if willing to incur dramatic economic and reputational costs, Russian leaders could aggressively pursue actions against the United States and NATO. To help deter a worst case event, the U.S. Army must be prepared for whatever challenges await. And yet, understanding how Russians approach war, while keeping their successes and problems in context, will enable U.S. leaders to pursue political and military objectives that appropriately maintain respect for this resurgent Russian power without overestimating Russia’s military capabilities.
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